The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Resources at Your Fingertips!

Use The Met’s online resources to support your teaching.

The Met Collection
metmuseum.org/collection
Find high-resolution images of works of art, related information and multimedia content, and the locations of objects in the galleries.

Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History
metmuseum.org/toah
Discover works of art in The Met collection paired with essays and chronologies. Together they tell the story of art and global culture, which can be relevant to your teaching. Search by geographic location, time period, subject, artist name, and more.

School Group Self-Guides
metmuseum.org/schoolgroups
Use tour tips, introductions to the galleries, and lists of collection highlights to plan a self-guided class visit to the Museum. (See “Self-Guided Visits and Lecturing,” then scroll down to “Teacher Resources.”)

Lesson Plans and Curriculum Guides
metmuseum.org/lessonplans
metmuseum.org/edcurriculum
Select from a range of lesson plans or delve into educator resource guides, which contain in-depth essays and information about works of art, as well as lesson plans.

Visit Nolen Library
metmuseum.org/nolen
Consult a wide range of reference materials related to The Met collection, including books, catalogues, and teacher resources.

The Artist Project
metmuseum.org/artistproject
In this online series, hear artists reflect on what art is and what inspires them from across 5,000 years of art at The Met. (Scroll to the bottom of the page to select from numerous episodes in seasons 1 through 6.)
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